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Abstract—HPC systems contain an increasing number of com-
ponents, decreasing the mean time between failures. Checkpoint
mechanisms help to overcome such failures for long-running
applications. A viable solution to remove the resulting pressure
from the I/O backends is to deduplicate the checkpoints. However,
there is little knowledge about the potential to save I/Os for HPC
applications by using deduplication within the checkpointing
process. In this paper, we perform a broad study about the
deduplication behavior of HPC application checkpointing and
its impact on system design.

I. INTRODUCTION

The era of exascale computing is approaching [1]. It is
driven by the continuously growing demands of researchers
and their applications for more computing power. This power
is typically delivered by increasing the number of cores and
components.

The desire for more computing power introduces new
issues. The increasing number of nodes in clusters decreases
the mean time between failures (MTBF). While the MTBF
was in the order of days [2], it will decrease to the order
of minutes for exascale systems [3]–[5]. Therefore, HPC
programmers must consider that their (long running) jobs
will not finish without any hardware or software failure.
As a consequence, several programs integrate checkpoint
mechanisms [6], where the application writes its state to
the storage backend and resumes its computation from this
state after a node failure. This checkpointing approach is
called application level checkpointing. However, for legacy
codes an integration of these mechanisms can be difficult and
often exceeds the benefits. Even for non-legacy programs, the
integration of checkpointing mechanisms is time consuming.
Alternatively, system level checkpointing can be applied, where
an external tool checkpoints the running application without
any assistance from the researcher.

Checkpointing leads to a new issue: most approaches do
not scale well with the number of nodes. Creating check-
points for many processes puts high pressure on the storage
backend and on the network. Furthermore, the energy costs
of moving data will exceed the costs of local computation
in exascale environments [7]. A possible solution to increase
checkpointing scalability is to apply data deduplication. Data
deduplication systems have been introduced to reduce the
amount of stored data on disk-based backup systems and have
made these economically applicable. Most of these systems

divide the data into chunks, compute chunk fingerprints using
a cryptographic hash function like SHA-1, and identify redun-
dant chunks by comparing the chunks’ fingerprints [8]–[11].
Besides backup, primary storage also provides deduplication
potential. Meister et al. showed a huge potential for data
deduplication in HPC storage systems that is not facilitated
by today’s HPC file systems [12]. Nicolae and Kulkarni et
al. applied the deduplication approach to the checkpointing
use case and discussed systems to reduce the I/O load during
checkpointing [13], [14].

However, there is little knowledge about the general dedu-
plication potential of HPC applications’ checkpoints. The
study of a broad spectrum of applications presented in this
paper give new insights into the applicability of checkpoint
deduplication in different application areas. The coupling of
checkpointing and deduplication for applications, which have
a high deduplication rate, can definitely help to improve the
checkpointing scalability. Nevertheless, if an application does
not have enough redundancy, the deduplication process can
decrease the overall checkpointing performance. In addition,
an improperly configured deduplication process can waste
deduplication potential. Our experiments show, for example,
that choosing the wrong chunking process alone can alter the
volume of the data after deduplication by 10%.

In this study, we investigate the deduplication behavior of a
wide range of HPC applications. For each application we show
its deduplication potential for different deduplication configu-
rations. Since not all applications provide built-in checkpoint-
ing, we use DMTCP for system level checkpointing. Using this
type of checkpointing, we show that there is a high potential
for saving data sent to disk and for increasing checkpointing
performance. Furthermore, we show where redundancies occur
and how they can be exploited best.

II. RELATED WORK

Reducing an application’s checkpoint size is a potential
source of improving the performance and the scalability of
a checkpointing process. In addition to storage reduction,
a smaller checkpoint means smaller dumping time, smaller
bandwidth consumption, and less I/Os.

The simplest checkpoint approach is a memory core dump
of the computation status, which is called system level check-
pointing. It can be implemented in the kernel space in case of
BLCR (Berkeley Lab Checkpoint/Restart) [15] or in the user



space in case of DMTCP (Distributed MultiThreaded Check-
Pointing) [16]. The advantage of system-level checkpointing
is that it is transparent to the application and the checkpoint
can be taken at arbitrary points. However, those tools produce
relatively large checkpoints, as they include data that is not
required for restarting the computation.

Application level checkpointing was introduced to provide
smaller-sized checkpoints by adding more complexity. The
programmer exploits the knowledge of the structure and the
behavior of a given application to find the useful data struc-
tures that should be included in the checkpoint and encodes
this knowledge in the application’s source code.

Library and compiler support have been proposed to sim-
plify the complexity of application level checkpointing. The
Libckpt library provides transparent checkpoint/restart, but
it requires user directives to mark the checkpoints’ locations
and data [17]. Bronevetsky et al. provide a source to source
compiler tool that can automatically instruments the code
to save and restore its own status. The tool coordinates
checkpoints and restarts for parallel OpenMP [18], [19] and
MPI programs [20]–[22].

Compression techniques [23] and incremental checkpoint-
ing [24] were introduced to decrease the checkpoint size.
They are applied to the raw checkpoint data. Incremental
checkpointing only save the differences between checkpoints
instead of saving the complete checkpoints.

Differences between checkpoints also can be created by
tracking writes to memory pages. Only these pages are in-
cluded in the checkpoint [25] [26]. The disadvantage of this
approach is that it requires kernel level support.

Fingerprinting-based deduplication is also used to find dif-
ferences between checkpoints. The data is partitioned into
non-overlapping data blocks (chunks). A cryptographic hash
function is used to obtain a unique identifier (hash value) for
each chunk. The chunks’ hash values are compared against
each other so that repeated chunks are only written once.

Data chunks can have a fixed size (static chunking, SC) or
variable size (content-defined chunking, CDC). SC is simple
and fast, but it fails to detect duplicates in near identical, but
shifted data streams. Cores et al. combine SC hashing-based
deduplication with incremental application level checkpointing
[27]. CDC finds the boundaries of chunks based on their con-
tent and therefore overcomes the data shifting problem [28].
The chunks generated by CDC have variable chunk sizes
within an upper and lower limit [28].

Kulkarni et al. [14] describe a deduplication-based file sys-
tem to checkpoint HPC applications. The system is evaluated
using checkpoint dumps of five proxy implementations of real
HPC applications and three dumps of full applications. While
the experiments show a great variation in the deduplication
ratio, there is no analysis of how precisely the proxies reflect
the deduplication potential of the respective full applications.

Moody et al. introduced multi-level checkpointing to im-
prove scalability [29]. Traditional checkpoint systems use the
parallel file system (PFS) to store the checkpoint data. The PFS
is a potential source of bottlenecks at scale. Moody et al. use

multi-level storage at different speeds to save the checkpoint
data, a fast local storage on top and PFS in the bottom. Their
work reduces the load on the PFS by a factor of two and
allows a better scalability.

III. DEDUPLICATION OF CHECKPOINTS

A system designer faces several challenges and design
decisions when he creates a deduplication system for HPC
checkpoints. The overall goal is to perform deduplication
fast while detecting as much redundancy as possible and
keeping the resource requirements low. One major choice is
the chunking method and the chunk size. Content-defined
chunking can allow better redundancy detection than fixed-
size chunking, but induces a higher computation overhead.

The chunk size is a vital parameter because it influences
the quality of redundancy detection and the number of chunks
and thus the processing time: the smaller the chunk size, the
more fine-grained the detection and the longer the processing.
We will investigate these correlations in Section V-A.

Another disadvantage of small chunks is that the size of
critical data structures grows with the number of chunks. For
example, each deduplication system holds an index mapping
chunks to the storage location of their raw data. The size of an
index entry typically ranges from 24 B to 32 B, including hash
value, storage location, and counters and pointers for the index
implementation; so, each stored terabyte of unique checkpoint
data requires 4 GB of extra memory if we assume 20 B SHA1
hashes and 8 KB chunks, which allows it to hold the full index
in memory. Consequently, no disk I/Os are required in the
deduplication process except for writing new chunks to disk.

Since the index grows with every checkpoint, it is advisable
to delete old checkpoints. Due to garbage collection, this
implicates additional overhead which depends on the change
rate of the process images. A low change rate implies high
redundancy and less new data. We will consider the change
rate of the applications in Section V-A.

Next, the system designer must consider scaling properties.
The probably best scaling approach is to let each compute
node perform its own deduplication and store raw chunk data
on local storage. However, all checkpoints for that node would
be lost in case of a hardware failure. On the other side, a
single deduplication instance can easily become a performance
bottleneck in the presence of thousands of processes and
nodes performing checkpoints. Therefore, it is advisable to
replicate chunk data to other nodes, which reduces the savings
achieved by the deduplication process. Our results indicate
that the redundancy detection improves with each additional
process. Therefore, designers should consider a grouped ap-
proach where a group of nodes perform joint deduplication
and replication. We will determine the deduplication potential
for different group sizes in Section V-D.

Finally, the system can be further optimized by exploiting
so-called chunk biases, i. e., the fact that some chunks occur
more often than others. The most important one is the zero
chunk, i. e., the chunk that only consists of zeroes. We will
investigate different chunk biases in Section V-A and V-E.



IV. METHODOLOGY

a) Applications: We evaluated applications from differ-
ent scientific areas like physics, chemistry, material science,
meteorology, and biology to understand the deduplication
behavior across a broad range of applications and user bases.
In the following, we briefly describe each application.

mpiblast [30] is a parallel implementation of NCBI BLAST
and computes alignments of DNA sequences. It scales to
hundreds of processors and improves NCBI BLAST’s per-
formance by several orders of magnitude. mpiblast achieves
this by using database fragmentation, query segmentation,
intelligent scheduling, and parallel I/O.

pBWA [31] is an MPI implementation of BWA [32], a pop-
ular software package for mapping low-divergent sequences
against a large reference genome. The data distribution among
the available processors consists mainly of two parts: index
distribution and sequences distribution. First an index file is
generated as BWA. This file is read by a master process and
then broadcast to all available processors. After that pBWA
distributes the sequences and computes the alignments on each
process.

bowtie computes alignments of DNA sequences similar to
pBWA and mpiblast but is specialized in short read sequences.
It conducts a quality-aware, greedy, randomized, depth-first
search through the space of possible alignments [33]. bowtie
itself is a serial program, which is often used in parallel
fashion. An MPI-based tool called pMap [34] is used to paral-
lelize the execution of bowtie. The parallelization performed
by pMap is conceptually similar to the one of pBWA. The
index file, which is associated with the reference genome, is
replicated on every processor and the reads contained in the
input file are distributed among the processors.

phylobayes [35] is a Bayesian Monte Carlo Markov Chain
sampler for phylogenetic reconstruction using protein align-
ments.

ray [36] is a parallel de novo genome assembler for next-
generation sequencing data. The sequences are distributed
among the available MPI ranks and each rank gets an equal
number of sequences assigned to it.

Espresso++ [37] is a software framework targeted at the
simulation of soft matter systems. We ran a simulation that
uses an adaptive resolution scheme (AdResS) in which regions
of the simulation box have different levels of chemical details.
Espresso++ uses domain decomposition to distribute the data
among the available processors.

gromacs [38] is a widely used software to perform molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulations of molecules like proteins
and lipids in which complex bonded interactions are involved.
We ran a program that calculates the absolute solvation free
energy of ethanol.

LAMMPS [39] is also a molecular dynamics program. By
default it uses spatial decomposition with equal-size domains.
It also implements a series of commands that can augment
the distribution of the domains among processors based on
different criteria. In addition to exploiting inter-node paral-
lelism via the aforementioned decomposition, LAMMPS also

exploits intra-node parallelism where possible by using a va-
riety of packages (GPU, USER-CUDA, USER-OMP, USER-
INTEL, KOKKOS). We ran the ReaxFF benchmark, which is
a simulation of PETN crystal and is shipped with the software
package.

NAMD [40] is a parallel and highly scalable code designed
for the simulation of large biomolecular systems. It is written
using the Charm++ [41] programming framework. It uses a
combination of spatial and force decomposition to benefit from
the available processors.

nwchem [42] is a software used for computational chem-
istry simulations. nwchem uses domain decomposition to
distribute the data among the available processors.

CP2K [43] is an open source framework written in Fortran
that enables users to perform molecular simulations based on
the density functional theory (DFT). The simulation produces
positions, velocities and forces at each time step for every
atom.

Quantum ESPRESSO (QE) [44] is a set of codes writ-
ten in Fortran used to calculate electronic structures and to
model materials. We use a code called CP which performs
a variable-cell Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics simulation.
QE implements parallelization at different levels to use the
available processors for the simulation.

eulag [45] (Eulerian/semi-Lagrangian fluid solver) is a nu-
merical solver for geophysical flows written in Fortran. In our
case we ran a Large-Eddy simulation using the Smagorinsky
subgrid-scale model and used PnetCDF [46] as a parallel I/O
library. Domain grid decomposition is used to map the model
grid to the available processors.

echam [47] is a climate model which simulates atmospheric
general circulation. We used ECHAM5, which is written
in Fortran, and simulated weather conditions starting from
January 1998. The data is distributed via domain grid decom-
position to the processors.

openfoam [48] is a toolbox of numerical solvers for compu-
tational fluid dynamics problems. Our test followed a standard
user workflow including preprocessing steps before calling
the final numerical solver. Preprocessing consists of domain
decomposition (decomposePar), allocating the sub-domains to
processors and checking the validity of the mesh produced.
The solver was the icoFoam solver, a transient solver for
incompressible, laminar flow of Newtonian fluids.

b) Checkpoint generation: In this study, we use the
DMTCP tool [16] to generate the applications’ checkpoints.
We chose DMTCP because it does not require root privileges
and is independent from the kernel version. DMTCP provides
checkpointing at system level. These checkpoints can be
compressed during creation. We disabled this feature for our
analysis since a compression before the redundancy detection
of the deduplication destroys the latter. Deduplication systems
typically use compression after the chunk identification when
they write the raw chunk data to disk. Unlike application level
checkpointing, system level checkpointing is transparent to the
applications and can be done at arbitrary points. Tools for
system level checkpointing also allow the checkpointing of



TABLE I
CHECKPOINT STATISTICS FOR ALL APPLICATIONS, EACH RUNNING ON 64

PROCESSES.

App avg sum min 25% 75% max
pBWA 132GB 1.4TB 35GB 52GB 184GB 185GB
mpiblast 33GB 405GB 33GB 33GB 33GB 33GB
ray 75GB 902GB 37GB 70GB 89GB 93GB
bowtie 94GB 470GB 1.2GB 65GB 134GB 175GB
gromacs 34GB 418GB 34GB 34GB 34GB 34GB
NAMD 10GB 120GB 10GB 10GB 10GB 10GB
Espresso++ 17GB 213GB 13GB 18GB 18GB 18GB
nwchem 42GB 511GB 29GB 43GB 43GB 43GB
LAMMPS 52GB 631GB 52GB 52GB 52GB 52GB
eulag 35GB 428GB 35GB 35GB 35GB 35GB
openfoam 17GB 213GB 3.2GB 19GB 19GB 19GB
phylobayes 39GB 473GB 39GB 39GB 39GB 39GB
CP2K 43GB 518GB 37GB 43GB 43GB 43GB
QE 99GB 1.2TB 74GB 88GB 109GB 109GB
echam 18GB 227GB 18GB 18GB 18GB 18GB

legacy codes, which cannot be modified. On the other hand,
system level checkpoints generate relatively large checkpoints
in comparison to application level checkpoints. As system
level checkpointing includes more redundant data, it is ex-
pected that these process images also have a higher dedupli-
cation potential than application level checkpoints. However,
system level checkpointing offers more freedom in choosing
the checkpoints’ locations transparently to the application.

DMTCP generates one checkpoint image for each MPI
process. The image is composed of a global header section,
a header for each contiguous memory area (contains address
range, permissions, etc.), and the data section (memory pages)
for the different contiguous memory areas. The header section
consists of 4 KB or one memory page. The first memory
address of a continuous memory block is always a multiple of
4,096. Therefore, all checkpoint images are page-aligned.

We generate checkpoints every ten minutes. Almost all
applications perform their computations for two hours. Only
bowtie (after 50 minutes) and pBWA (after 110 minutes)
finished earlier. The computations are distributed among 64
processes for all applications. The checkpointing period, the
total applications’ execution time, and the number of processes
are chosen based on the possibility of having comparable
characteristics between a large set of applications. However,
we vary the number of used processes in Section V-C. Table I
shows the different sizes of the checkpoints.

c) Deduplication: We analyzed each checkpoint with the
FS-C deduplication tool suite [49], which has already been
applied in several deduplication studies [50], [51]. We chose
fixed-sized chunking and content-defined chunking (CDC) as
chunking methods. For CDC, the suite uses Rabin’s finger-
printing [52] to determine chunk boundaries and computes the
SHA1 chunk fingerprints. For each checkpoint, we generated
traces with an (average) chunk size of 4, 8, 16, and 32 KB.

In other deduplication domains, the disadvantage of fixed-
sized chunking is its low tolerance against data shifts. A single
inserted byte shifts the content of each following chunk and,
therefore, their fingerprints. As a result, the system would
identify these chunks as new.

However, fixed-sized chunking can be used for memory
deduplication as there are no global shifts. Instead, data
shifts usually affect few memory pages. Memory deduplication
typically uses fixed-size chunking with a chunk size equal
to the physical memory page size [53], [54]. We generate
the same page alignment for fixed sized chunking and 4 KB
chunks since the embedded process images are page-aligned.

V. EVALUATION

The deduplication potential of data contains different as-
pects. We first show general deduplication properties of the
applications, i.e., the general deduplication ratio, the ratio
of new chunks per checkpoint, and the main sources of
redundancy. Next, we investigate the deduplication behavior
for different scaling (Section V-C) of the applications and
distributions of the applications’ processes among compute
nodes (Section V-D). Finally, we discuss different chunk biases
(Section V-E).

All experiments were run on nodes of the HPC cluster
Mogon of the Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz. Each
of the nodes is equipped with four AMD Opteron 6272
processors and at least 128 GB RAM. All nodes have access
to a local scratch and a global GPFS file system.

A. General Deduplication

For each application, we ran a computation that was dis-
tributed among 64 cores. For each computation, we created
checkpoints every 10 minutes for a total computation time
of two hours. Next, we deduplicated all checkpoints and
computed the overall deduplication ratio, which is defined
as 1 − stored capacity

total capacity = redundant capacity
total capacity . A deduplication ratio

of 80% denotes that 80% of the data could be removed by
a deduplication system and 20% of the original data would
be stored. Figure 1 shows the deduplication ratios for all
applications for fixed-size chunking (upper subfigure), content-
defined chunking (lower subfigure), and different (average)
chunk sizes. The values above the bars indicate the absolute
total volume of the redundant data1.

Except for ray, all applications show a deduplication ratio
of more than 84%. Smaller chunks enable better redundancy
detection. For fixed-size chunking, the maximum difference
between 4 KB and 32 KB chunks for the same application is
9.8%. For CDC, the difference is 8.3%.

The white bars show the ratio of the zero chunk, i. e.,
the chunk that contains only zeroes. This ratio is defined as
zero chunk capacity

total capacity . The zero chunk contributes significantly to
the deduplication potential in enterprise backups and virtual
machine images [55], [56]. In their HPC study, Meister et al.
found that between 3.1% and 24.3% of their HPC data consist
of zero chunks [12]. In our case, the zero chunk is the most
used chunk and is the main source of redundant data for every
application and chunk size, except CDC with an average chunk
size of 32 KB. Note that the zero chunk has the property of

1Note that we ignored the last checkpoint in the figure so that pBWA could
be included. Therefore, the values for the saved amount of data should not
be compared to Table I which displays values for all available checkpoints.
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Fig. 1. Deduplication ratio of all applications. The upper figure shows the ratios for fixed-size chunking, the lower figure the ratios for content defined
chunking. The values above bars show the absolute volume of the redundant chunks. The white bars indicate the relative volume of the zero chunk.

TABLE II
DEDUPLICATION RATIO AND ZERO CHUNK RATIO FOR ALL APPLICATIONS AND DIFFERENT DEDUPLICATION APPROACHES. THE VALUES FOR single

DENOTE RATIOS FOR THE SINGLE CHECKPOINT. window DENOTES RATIOS OF A DEDUPLICATION OF BOTH THE GIVEN CHECKPOINT AND ITS
PREDECESSOR. FINALLY, accumulated DENOTES A DEDUPLICATION OF ALL CHECKPOINTS UP TO THE GIVEN ONE (INCLUDING IT). ALL VALUES WERE

COLLECTED FOR A 64 PROCESSES RUN AND FIXED-SIZED CHUNKING WITH A CHUNK SIZE OF 4 KB.

Application single window accumulated
20 min 60 min 120 min 10+20 min 50+60 min 110+120 min ≤20 min ≤60 min ≤120 min

pBWA 91% (17%) 92% (17%) 92% (17%) 92% (17%) 92% (17%) 93% (17%)
mpiblast 99% (92%) 99% (92%) 99% (91%) 99% (92%) 99% (92%) 99% (91%) 99% (92%) 99% (92%) 99% (92%)
ray 97% (77%) 39% (34%) 37% (32%) 98% (78%) 42% (33%) 50% (32%) 98% (78%) 63% (48%) 61% (39%)
bowtie 74% (23%) 88% (20%) 88% (20%)
gromacs 99% (88%) 99% (88%) 99% (88%) 99% (88%) 99% (88%) 99% (88%) 99% (88%) 99% (88%) 99% (88%)
NAMD 81% (31%) 81% (31%) 81% (31%) 88% (31%) 88% (31%) 88% (31%) 88% (31%) 93% (31%) 94% (31%)
Espresso++ 79% (13%) 79% (13%) 79% (12%) 87% (16%) 89% (12%) 89% (12%) 87% (16%) 95% (14%) 97% (13%)
nwchem 66% (12%) 89% (12%) 89% (12%) 76% (29%) 94% (12%) 94% (12%) 76% (29%) 86% (17%) 93% (15%)
LAMMPS 97% (77%) 97% (77%) 97% (77%) 97% (77%) 97% (77%) 97% (77%) 97% (77%) 97% (77%) 97% (77%)
eulag 97% (88%) 97% (85%) 97% (84%) 97% (89%) 97% (86%) 97% (84%) 97% (89%) 97% (87%) 97% (86%)
openfoam 89% (13%) 89% (13%) 89% (13%) 90% (14%) 93% (13%) 93% (13%) 90% (14%) 96% (13%) 97% (13%)
phylobayes 95% (79%) 95% (79%) 95% (78%) 96% (79%) 96% (79%) 96% (78%) 96% (79%) 97% (79%) 97% (79%)
CP2K 81% (32%) 81% (32%) 80% (32%) 89% (50%) 84% (32%) 84% (32%) 89% (50%) 87% (38%) 87% (34%)
QE 65% (55%) 57% (38%) 57% (38%) 81% (60%) 78% (38%) 78% (38%) 81% (60%) 89% (46%) 94% (42%)
echam 93% (10%) 92% (10%) 92% (10%) 94% (10%) 94% (10%) 94% (10%) 94% (10%) 95% (10%) 95% (10%)

always having the maximum chunk size if content-defined
chunking is used. In our setting, this size is four times the
(average) chunk size, i. e., a zero chunk for CDC, 16 KB ranges
over 64 KB = 16 memory pages. Note that the zero chunk ratio
for 16 KB and CDC is smaller than for 4 KB and fixed-size
chunking because CDC does not preserve page alignment.

Next, we investigate how the zero chunk ratio and the
deduplication potential vary over time. We determined the
deduplication ratio and the zero chunk ratio for single check-
points after 20min, 60min, and 120min. These values are
shown in the left block (single) in Table II. The parenthesized
values denote the zero chunk ratio. The zero chunk ratio is
constant for 13 applications. Only for ray and QE we see a
significant drop from 77% to 34% and 55% to 38%.

a) Change rate and garbage collection overhead: Next,
we investigate the change rate of the internal data, which
directly influences the garbage collection (GC) overhead of
a deduplication system. During a garbage collection, a dedu-
plication system deletes unreferenced chunks. A chunk can

become unreferenced if a checkpoint is deleted and the check-
point held the last reference. A high change rate causes a high
GC overhead and is visible in form of a low deduplication ratio
between consecutive checkpoints.

The middle block of Table II shows the ratios for windowed
deduplication, i. e., the deduplication/zero ratio of both, the
given checkpoint and its predecessor (10 min before) together.
13 of the 15 applications show a deduplication ratio of more
than 87%. Therefore, they replace less than 13% of their
volume with new chunks and induce the GC to remove 13% of
the stored volume. Note that the actual fraction of the deleted
chunks may be less since we compute the deduplication ratio
based on the volume of changed data and not based on the
number of changed chunks. In the most extreme case, a single
chunk accounts for the 13% of changed volume, which would
result in a negligible GC overhead of one chunk. Therefore, the
13% mark an upper bound on the GC overhead. In addition,
there is no variation in the deduplication ratio over time
for most applications. This causes a near constant garbage



TABLE III
COMPARISON OF APPLICATION-LEVEL AND SYSTEM-LEVEL CHECKPOINT

SIZES FOR A SUBSET OF THE TESTED APPLICATIONS.

App sys-lvl (+dedup) app-lvl (+dedup) sys-lvl+dedup
app-lvl+dedup

NAMD 10 GB (559 MB) 15 MB (15 MB) 37
gromacs 34 GB (83 MB) 65 KB (65 KB) 1328
LAMMPS 52 GB (1.4 GB) 1.5 MB (1.5 MB) 955
openfoam 17 GB (513 MB) 56 MB (55.9 MB) 12
CP2K 43 GB (5.4 GB) 21 MB (21 MB) 263
ray 75 GB (28 GB) 30 GB (29.6 GB) 0.93

collection overhead if the checkpoint library or tool regularly
deletes old checkpoints.

b) Single vs. accumulated deduplication: The table also
shows that most of the potential (exploited) lies in the dedu-
plication of single checkpoints. For most applications, there is
only a small increase of the deduplication ratio between the
single checkpoints and the windowed ones. This also holds
for accumulated deduplication, i. e., a deduplication of the
current and all the previous checkpoints (right block). Only for
QE and ray there is a significant deduplication ratio increase.
Note that the single deduplication ratio decrease of nwchem
(single/window 60min vs. acc. 60min) is caused by single
checkpoints that yield a higher change rate.

Note that the values include synergy effects since we
considered all 64 processes together. Therefore, the values
represent a setup where all processes run on the same node.
However, the impact of these effects decreases if the processes
are distributed. We investigate this in Section V-D.

Overall, the zero chunk is the biggest single source of
deduplication such that a zero chunk deduplication alone saves
at least 10% of the checkpoint data.

c) Application-Level vs. System-Level Checkpointing:
Many HPC applications provide their own checkpointing.
These checkpoints can be significantly smaller because pro-
grammers know best which data is necessary to represent a
computation’s state. Table III compares the average checkpoint
sizes of system-level checkpointing and and application-level
checkpointing for a subset of the test applications. The last
column in Table III displays the factors by which system-level
and application-level checkpoints differ after deduplication.

For almost all applications, the average system-level check-
point size is several orders of magnitude larger than the
application-level checkpoint. However, the storage require-
ments for system-level checkpoints decrease significantly.
In case of ray, the new storage capacity requirements is
even lower than for the application-level checkpoint. There-
fore, deduplicating system-level checkpoints can outperform
application-level checkpointing.

Finding: There is a high deduplication potential in every
application. The difference between fixed-size and content-
defined chunking is small. The zero chunk is the dominant
source of redundancy.

B. Stability of the Input

In this section, we take a closer look at the source of the
redundancy, besides the zero chunk. In detail, we investigate
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Fig. 2. Upper plot: relative volume of the input data in the following
checkpoints. Lower plot: the input data’s share of the redundancy in the
(windowed) deduplication.

whether the redundancy is defined by the input data or by data
generated during the computations.

As input data, we define the content of the heap at the
point the application closes the input file(s) the last time. This
follows the intuition that the full state of the process up to
that point contains data from initialization and the input but
is untouched by the core computation.

For this, we ran single-process computations of QE, pBWA,
NAMD, and gromacs and paused the computation after the last
close call of the input file(s), as well as after every 10 minutes
of computation afterwards. We choose these applications be-
cause of their different memory footprints. At each interrupt,
we created a checkpoint by copying the full process image via
the /proc file system. We are interested in the part of the
image, which includes the input data and will contain most
of the new generated data over time. Therefore, we extracted
the heap part of the image and removed the data of shared
libraries and the application’s object code because this data is
static or defined by external libraries. Next, we chunked and
fingerprinted the heap with fixed-size chunking with a chunk
size of 4 KB. Hence, every chunk corresponds to a memory
page. We refer to the checkpoint that only includes the input
data as close-checkpoint.

Next, we computed the input data’s share of the later
checkpoints by checking for each chunk of a later checkpoint
whether it already existed in the close-checkpoint. The upper
plot of Figure 2 shows the resulting relative volumes (chunk
sharing). All shares are 100% for the close-checkpoint since a
checkpoint shares every chunk with itself. As can be seen, the
shares of NAMD and QE are near constant at 24% and 38%,
respectively, while the share of gromacs decreases from 89%
to 84%. pBWA input data’s share increases from 2% to 10%.
This is counterintuitive because applications generate data,
which increase the checkpoint sizes and, therefore, should
reduce the input data’s share. A closer look showed that
pBWA’s checkpoints do not shrink; therefore, pBWA generates
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Fig. 3. Upper plot: deduplication ratio for a different number of processes.
Lower plot: zero chunk ratio for the same experiments.

the share increase by copying parts of the input data internally.
However, the shared data has a big impact on the dedu-

plication ratio. Next, we determined the input data’s share of
all redundant chunks. For this, we took each two consecutive
checkpoints, determined the redundant chunks, and checked
for each one whether it already existed in the input data. We
do not use single checkpoints because this would ignore inter-
checkpoint redundancy. A share value of 80% denotes that
80% of the redundant chunks also existed in the input and,
therefore, that 80% of the redundancy bases on the input. The
lower plot in Figure 2 shows the shares for the applications. In
general, more than 48% of the redundancy bases on the input
data. For all applications, the share decreases over time as they
generate new data which is redundant among the checkpoints.

Finding: Most redundancy originates from input data
and not from data generated during the computations.

C. Scaling Effects

In all experiments mentioned above, the number of pro-
cesses was set to 64. Now we vary the number of processes
and consequently also the distribution of input data and
computation over the processes.

For this analysis, we selected applications from different
domains, namely mpiblast, NAMD, and phylobayes, and also
added ray because of its relatively low deduplication potential.
We applied fixed-size chunking with a chunk size of 4 KB. For
better scalability support, we changed the DMTCP version
(2.4.0 instead of 2.3.1) and the MPI library (Open MPI 1.8.1
instead of MPICH 3.1) compared to the previous experiments.
For this reason, the deduplication ratio in Figure 3 should
not be compared to Table II. Figure 3 shows the accumulated
deduplication ratio (solid lines) and the zero chunk ratio for a
different number of processes.

The deduplication ratio of all tested applications but ray
increases with the number of processes until 64 processes are
reached. Beyond this number – which also marks the number
of cores per node in our test system – we see three different

behaviors: the ratios of mpiblast and phylobayes decrease, the
ratio of NAMD increases after an initial drop, and the ratio of
ray remains at the same level after an initial drop.

In the following, we will exclude the zero chunk from our
analysis because its deduplication is free and usually receives
special treatment in deduplication systems. Therefore, this
chunk has a minor impact on the design of a deduplication
system.

Finding: The deduplication potential is high, indepen-
dent of the number of processes. The zero chunk is the
dominant source of redundancy, even for a large number
of processes.

D. Local vs. Global Deduplication

Most of the applications on exascale computers will use
many cores or even many compute nodes. A deduplication
system designer can choose to only deduplicate the checkpoint
data node-locally, i. e., only deduplicate all processes running
on the same compute node, grouped, i. e., deduplicate the
processes of a subset of all compute nodes, or globally, i. e.,
deduplicate all processes from all nodes together. This design
decision is critical, yet not simple: a node-local deduplication
system has a comparably low complexity, whereas global
deduplication yields a higher savings potential. Nicolae reports
that global deduplication reduces the checkpoint volume to 5%
compared to 30% for node-local deduplication [57].

In the following, we examine the deduplication potential
for different degrees of clustered deduplication. We group
all processes of a 64 processes run in incrementally growing
group sizes. This represents a computation that is distributed
across n nodes where 64

n processes run on the same compute
node. Note that each run includes two additional MPI man-
agement processes that are spawned by the MPI environment
itself and not part of the core computation. They increase the
variance among the groups because their images do not contain
computation data and the process groups do not have the same
size. Next, we determine the deduplication ratio of all groups
and compute the average. Figure 4 shows the average ratios
of two consecutive checkpoints. The error bars indicate the
quartiles of the deduplication ratios among the groups.

As the figure shows, bigger groups increase the dedupli-
cation ratio. Therefore, there is data sharing among the pro-
cesses besides the zero chunk. The average deduplication ratio
increases between 3% and 39%. For pBWA, we monitored a
bigger fluctuation in the processes’ behavior. Therefore, the
deduplication ratio varies stronger.

The average deduplication ratio of the single-element groups
is bigger than the ratio increase based on grouping. This
shows that a deduplication system can exploit most of the
deduplication potential by deduplicating the checkpoints of
the same processes against each other.

Finding: Node-local deduplication yields the biggest sav-
ings. However, these savings can be significantly increased
with global deduplication.
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E. Chunk Biases

a) Chunk Bias: We have seen that the zero chunk typi-
cally contributes more to the redundancy than any other chunk.
Apart from the zero chunk, there are usually chunks that occur
more often than others so that the chunk usage distribution is
more or less skewed. To investigate this, we look at the 10th
checkpoint of a 64 processes run of all applications.

For 11 of the 14 applications, more than 86% of all chunks
were referenced only once within a checkpoint, i. e., these
chunks are unique and do not contribute to the deduplication.
For the other applications, this value ranges from 68% to 81%.

Figure 5 shows the cumulative density function (CDF) for
the most referenced chunks that contribute to the deduplica-
tion. A data point (x, y) expresses that the first x% of the most
used chunks account for y% of all chunk occurrences.

The straight lines are caused by chunks that appear in every
process. These chunks amount to about 80% of all redundant
chunks and create about 95% of all occurrences.

Finding: In most applications, there is no significant
chunk bias, disregarding the zero chunk.

b) Process Bias: Next, we investigate the process bias
of the chunks, i. e., how the chunks are distributed among the

processes of the applications. For this, we analyze the 10th
checkpoint of a 64 processes run of each application. For each
chunk in a checkpoint, we count the number of processes the
chunk occurs in. We generate the CDF of this statistic, which
is shown in the upper plots of Figure 6. As one can see, most
chunks (80-98%) occur in only one process while the other
chunks occur in almost every process. Thus, the processes
of most applications hardly share any chunks. Note that all
chunks that occur in more than one process contribute to the
redundancy of the checkpoint as each chunk has at least one
duplicate by definition. In addition, each of these chunks can
occur multiple times within the processes.

The distribution of the shared volume, however, does not
follow the same distribution. We investigated this performing
the same steps of the upper plots, but counting the volume of
all occurrences of the chunks instead. The resulting CDF is
shown in the lower part of Figure 6. For most applications,
6-21% of the checkpoint volume is not shared among the
processes. For most applications, between 82% and 94% of
the checkpoint volume consists of chunks that occur in every
process. This volume is also visible in Figure 5 in form of the
long, straight lines.

Note that the lines do not stop at 64 processes because of
the additional MPI processes mentioned in Section V-D.

Finding: Within one checkpoint, there is a small amount
of different chunks (2-20%, upper plots in Figure 6) that
1) occur in most processes and 2) account for the majority
of the checkpoint volume (82-94%, lower plots).

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we studied the deduplication potential of
system-level checkpoints for a broad range of HPC appli-
cations. We can summarize that all applications show sig-
nificant savings potential independent of their domain and
their underlying computation model; the potential ranges from
37% to 99%. The results suggest that some applications
sustain a high potential for a larger number of nodes. The
evaluation further shows that even rather simple deduplication
approaches can eliminate most of the redundant data. For
example, removing the most frequent chunk, the zero chunk,
reduces the checkpoint data by 10-92%.

In our experiments, deduplication could reduce the storage
requirements of system-level checkpointing by several orders
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of magnitude, but application-level checkpointing, with one
exception, still required at least one order of magnitude less
storage space.

Due to the given page structure, fixed-size chunking is a
natural choice. In contrast to traditional deduplication systems,
content-defined chunking does not detect redundancy better.

While we have focused on the deduplication potential,
we have not discussed how to perform deduplication for
checkpointing in a fast way. We hope that this study provides a
solid foundation for the design of future deduplication systems.
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